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and they use family challenges to justify poor performance in trading. Yet,
traders also use trading to manage and negotiate relationships with family
and friends.

If there is a weakness to the book, it is in the conclusion Preda draws
about why traders continue despite the poor returns. His conclusion is that
trading helps them fulfill personal goals. I cannot help but wonder if there is
something else going on here. Is it possible that many of the traders think
that they have the skills or strategies that it takes to succeed despite the
odds? Preda deals with this potential, but I would have enjoyed more dis-
cussion about motivations of this sort. Yet, this is a minor critique of an oth-
erwise excellent book. Another weak point is that, despite its depth, the
reader is left not knowing how common the patterns described here are.
Are these traders typical of the traders in the United States and the United
Kingdom, the focus of Preda’s work?Howdoes tradingwork in other coun-
tries? That, of course, is where other researchers might pick up on the im-
portant topics that Preda introduces in Noise.

Making Morocco: Colonial Intervention and the Politics of Identity. By
Jonathan Wyrtzen. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2016. Pp. xviii1
334. $45.00.

Kevan Harris
University of California, Los Angeles

“Andnowweare going tomakeMorocco.”HubertLyautey, FrenchResident-
General in Morocco, spoke these words on the eve of the 1912 founding of
the North African protectorate. Lasting until 1955, the French colonial pol-
icy of indirect rule recognized theMoroccan sultanate while also transform-
ing social and political life in territories thinly governed by previous local
states. In fact, Lyautey’s words convey a theory of modern state formation
common to popular tropes in the broader Middle East and other postcolo-
nial regions. Colonial powers carved out regional boundaries, implanted
leaders, and even invented traditions subsequently taken up by nationalist
movements. After all, Lyautey designed the Moroccan flag, with its five-
pointed green star, and oversaw the commissioning of a national anthem
lauding the sultan.

As JonathanWyrtzen’sMaking Morocco demonstrates in virtuoso form,
however, the “we” that madeMorocco includedmuchmore than the French.
In doing so, Wyrtzen addresses a still vexing methodological question. How
can ethnic, religious, and nationalist politics be analyzed without depicting
political processes as occurring between preformed and discrete social
groups?MakingMorocco’s sociology of identity formation “without groups”
is a dependable model that students can unpack and reformulate for pro-
jects beyond postcolonial studies.
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AsWyrtzen notes, previous scholarship reliant on nationalist historiogra-
phy tended to flip the script. Moroccan identity, it was argued, predated the
colonial intervention. The independence struggle against the French awak-
ened the people and removed the imperial yoke from the national commu-
nity. As with numerous nationalist accounts of “awakenings” across the
postcolonial world, however, other actors inMorocco subsequently claimed
to bewritten out of the tale: women across social classes, religiousminorities
including more than 200,000 Jews living with the French protectorate, and
Berber/Tamazight-speakers originating from the rocky hinterlands.
Instead of “decolonizing” historical accounts by eulogizing independence

struggles or unearthing the agency of marginalized groups, Wyrtzen tracks
the processes, institutions, and actors through which certain categories of
difference came to be employed in practice. To do this,Wyrtzen draws from
field theory to focus on the interaction between top-down colonizers and
bottom-up responses of locals. He situates this array within the formation
of a “colonial political field,” including the conquest of territorial space and
the construction of classification schemes for the purposes of rule. The en-
suing struggles over these spatial, symbolic, and classificatory rubrics politi-
cized and transformed collective identities, such as Moroccan nationality,
and understandings of their boundaries, such as Jewishness in relation to the
national imaginary. In chapters on Jewish identity and the role of women,
Wyrtzen makes a crucial methodological point: subaltern identity struggles
are useful to analyze not simply to nostalgically retrieve voices silent in na-
tionalist chronicles but because the struggles around classifying who belongs
in the nation often politicize other identities as axes of contention.
Deploying the metaphor of field is no panacea for historical analysis and

often serves as a sloppy synonym for social interaction or institutional con-
flict. But followingGeorge Steinmetz and JulianGo,Wyrtzenmakes a com-
pelling case that fields are an effective analytical construct for historicizing
and comparing processes of identity formation during the age of empire.
Like capitalism or state formation, imperialism is a not a blob, which

homogenously transforms everything it touches. Colonialism ruled through
difference, but not all colonial interventions employed the same logics of dif-
ference. Contrary to a standardizing logic of state power in the work of
James Scott, for instance, Wyrtzen typologizes and contrasts the logics of
French colonial intervention inMorocco during the early 20th century with
that of Algeria in the 19th century. In Algeria, the French pursued an assim-
ilationist logic through a strategy of direct colonization, a reclamation of lo-
cal Roman and Byzantine past as antecedents of French civilization, and a
vilification of Arabic-speaking locals as barbaric invaders. Algeria is itself a
Frenchified name for al-Jaza’ir, the fertile island oases of the Maghreb des-
ert.
InMorocco, the French pursued a preservationist logic, which upheld the

local Alawite dynasty, not to mention its outstanding debts to Parisian
banks, by appropriating and often inventing the structures of royal legiti-
macy such as ritual protocols and patrimonial links to rural notables. “See-
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ing like a protectorate” also involved an ethnographic logic whereby French
administrators diligently documented classifications believed to be prac-
ticed by locals: Arab versus Berber ethnolinguistic divides, Islamic law ver-
sus customary traditions, and differing roles forwomen on each side. Finally,
the French justified indirect rule through a developmentalist logic of im-
provement (mise en valeur) in urban centers and agricultural production.
HereWyrtzen builds on previous work from anthropologist Abdellah Ham-
moudi, historian Edmund Burke, and sociologist Mounira Charrad. In ad-
dition,Wyrtzen synthesizes a vast amount of material from primary sources,
including French diplomatic accounts, Arabic-language newspapers, and
Berber poetry collected in the interwar period.

AsWyrtzen paints it, state-based classification processes—a protectorate
constructed from above, ethnographic distinctions mapped onto below—
interacted with processes of distinction among actors within society. Indi-
viduals reworked their own understandings of identity categories, such as
when Berber-speaking rebels united against French conquest. Individuals
also directly challenged state-based classifications, as when Arabic-speaking
intellectuals protested the 1930 French creation of separate Arabo-Islamic
and Berber systems of jurisprudence and education. In many instances,
however, local actors ended up employing the colonial rules of the game
for anticolonial purposes, such as proposals to create a unified legal and
educational system under the sultanate, which would assimilate Berber-
speakers into theMoroccan nation. Thanks to the preservation of the sultan-
ate by the French and the recognition of the symbolic power of the monarchy
by locals as a credible vehicle for independence, the sultan Mohammad V
was able not only to rebrand himself as an anticolonial hero but also to cen-
tralize power after 1955 within a monarchical state still in existence today.

Given newfound interest by economists and political scientists in the leg-
acies of colonialism for contemporary politics and the unwieldy claims often
found in postcolonial studies,MakingMorocco injects a needed sociological
precision into the comparative study of empires and nationalism.
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The quest for democracy in Iran began more than 150 years ago when a re-
formist prime minister (Amir Kabir), working within the confines of an ori-
ental despot (Nasir al-Din Shah)—or what Max Weber in his typology of
power would have called a “Sultanist” regime—first talked of having a con-
stitution for the country. The quest has continued its Sisyphean struggle in
the last four decades when the people of the country, sometimes under the
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